Abstract: We show that for every integer b ≥ 3, there exists a link in a b-bridge position with respect to a critical bridge sphere. In fact, for each b, we construct an infinite family of links which we call square whose bridge spheres are critical.
Introduction
For n ∈ N ∪ {0}, a topological space is called n-connected if the homotopy groups of dimension 0, 1, 2, . . . , n are all trivial. We call every topological space (−2)-connected, and we call every nonempty topological space (−1)-connected.
In [2] , Bachman defined topologically minimal surfaces as a topological analogue of geometrically minimal surfaces. If Σ is a splitting surface in a compact, connected, orientable 3-manifold, the disk complex Γ(Σ) is defined to be the simplicial complex whose vertices are isotopy classes of compressing disks for Σ, and whose k-simplices are sets of k + 1 vertices with pairwise disjoint representatives. Then Σ is defined to be topologically minimal of index n if Γ(Σ) is (n−2)-connected but not (n − 1)-connected. Thus by definition, the familiar categories of incompressible surfaces and strongly irreducible surfaces are equivalent to topologically minimal surfaces of index 0 and of index 1, respectively. Topologically minimal surfaces can be characterized as those surfaces whose disk complex is empty or whose disk complex has at least one nontrivial homotopy group. In [2] , Bachman showed that topologically minimal surfaces of index 2 are precisely critical surfaces, which were previously defined and utilized in [1] to prove Gordon's conjecture.
Recall that a surface F is said to be critical if isotopy classes of compressing disks can be partitioned into two subsets C 0 and C 1 in such a way that: (1) There exists a pair of compressing disks D i , E i ∈ C i on opposite sides of F with the property that D i ∩ E i = ∅, where i ∈ {0, 1}. (2) If D ∈ C i and E ∈ C 1−i lie on opposite sides of F , then D ∩ E = ∅. For ease of visualization, we will refer to a compressing disk C as red if C ∈ C 0 and blue if C ∈ C 1 .
Topologically minimal surfaces generalize important properties of incompressible surfaces despite being compressible (for index at least 1). For instance, generalizing a well-known result of Haken [8] that any incompressible surface can be isotoped to a normal surface, Bachman showed that a topologically minimal surface can be isotoped into a particular normal form with respect to a fixed triangulation [3, 4, 5] .
Topological indices have been computed for various Heegaard surfaces of 3-manifolds [6, 7, 10] , but less is known about the topogical indices of bridge surfaces. Lee has shown that the (n + 1)-bridge sphere for the unknot is a topologically minimal surface of index at most n [11] . This implies that the unknot in 3-bridge position has a corresponding bridge sphere whose index is at most 2, and in fact it is critical. In [13] , we constructed a family of 4-bridge links and showed that their corresponding bridge spheres are critical, demonstrating the existence of critical bridge spheres for nontrivial multicomponent links. This paper generalizes that result, showing that for every b ≥ 3, there is an infinite family of b-bridge links whose corresponding bridge spheres are critical. In particular, we obtain the first known examples of critical bridge spheres for nontrivial knots.
This paper should be understood as a companion to [13] , of which this is a generalization. Many of the steps we take here are straightforward generalizations of steps taken there, and for the sake of brevity, we have here omitted several of the details and proofs that are essentially identical to those found in [13] . Every link L has a plat position, which is an embedding into S 3 such that L is a union of vertical strands, twist regions, and bridges, arranged as in Figure 1 . We will call such an embedding a plat link. The number b of bridges may be any integer greater than zero. The number of rows of twist regions may be any integer greater than zero as well, and we define the height of a plat link to be one more than the number of rows of twist regions. A plat link with b bridges and height h is called an (h, b)-plat link. For example, the plat link in Figure 2 is a (6, 5)-plat link. Plat links are more carefully defined in [9] .
Each twist region in a plat link may contain any integral number of half twists, all twisting in the same direction. A plat link is called n-twisted if every twist region contains at least n half twists (in either direction).
The bridge distance of a splitting surface Σ is the path length of a shortest path in Σ's curve complex whose endpoints are represented by two disjoint loops which are boundaries of compressing disks on opposite sides of Σ. In Theorem 1.2 from [9] , Johnson and Moriah show that the bridge distance of the bridge sphere corresponding to an (h, b)-plat link is equal to h/(2b − 4) . Thus for a fixed number of bridges, the greater the value of h (i.e., the "taller" the plat link), the greater the bridge distance, and similarly, for a fixed height h, the quantity b can be increased to decrease the bridge distance. Informally, "tall" plat links have high bridge distance, and sufficiently "wide" links have bridge distance one.
It can be shown that every high distance bridge surface has topological index 1. Thus, to obtain bridge surfaces with slightly higher topological index (i.e., index 2), we consider links that are found on the boundary of "wide" and "tall," and we call them "square." We define a square plat link to be an (h, b)-plat link with h = 2b − 4. Notice that in this case, according to Johnson and Moriah's theorem, this implies that the bridge distance is 1. These links are just wide enough to avoid being strongly irreducible (and thus index ≤ 1), but still tall enough to have most pairs of compressing disks on opposite sides of the bridge sphere intersect each other. This paper shows that under a certain assumption on the twist regions, the canonical bridge sphere of a square plat link has topological index two. This result can be viewed as a step towards a way to determine the topological index from a plat projection completely in terms of the height and the number of bridges.
Setting
Johnson and Moriah carefully define plat links in [9] . They identify R
3 with an open ball in S 3 and embed their plat link inside that ball, giving them the convenience of working within a Cartesian coordinate system. This allows them to use concepts like "left," "right," and "straight."
We will follow Johnson and Moriah's example here. Let L be a 2-twisted square plat link (so L is in (h, b)-plat position with h = 2b − 4). Further, assume for the rest of the paper that the twist regions all twist positively in the bottom row of twist regions, negatively along the next row up, and so on, alternating from positive to negative as we move up from row to row. Let S be the canonical bridge sphere for L. S decomposes S 3 into two 3-balls M + and M − . Define F = S\L, which can be locally visualized as a punctured horizontal plane, and it is convenient to consider F embedded at different levels of L. Specifically, F may be embedded just below the nth row of twist regions, which we call level n. When embedded just below the top row of bridges, we say F is at level h. See Figure 3 .
Consider F embedded at level h. We will name the upper bridge arcs α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α b , from left to right, respectively. The upper bridge arcs intersect F in 2b punctures, all in a straight line. Let Γ be the straight line segment containing all these punctures. Γ is cut into 2b − 1 subarcs by the punctures of L ∩ F . For 1 ≤ i ≤ b, we define β i to be the subarc of Γ whose endpoints are the
The bridge sphere F is depicted at various levels. The dark disks are the bridge disks above F . The compressing disk B is pictured at the top of the figure. 
For each i, the pair of arcs α i , β i bounds a flat disk D i pictured in Figure 3 . Collectively, we will refer to the disks D i as the (upper) bridge disks. We will also label some of the corresponding elements below the bridge sphere. Consider F embedded at level 1. We will name the rightmost (resp. leftmost) lower bridge arc α (resp. α ), and we will define β (resp. β ) to be the straight line segment in F between the endpoints of α (resp. α ). Observe that together, α and β bound a lower bridge disk which we call D . Similarly, α and β cobound a bridge disk D .
For the rest of the paper, B will denote the compressing disk obtained from taking the frontier of a regular neighborhood of D 1 in M + (see Figure 3 ). Similarly, B will denote the compressing disk obtained from taking the frontier of a regular neighborhood of D in M − . We are going to partition the set of compressing disks as follows. The set of blue compressing disks will consist of exactly two disks: B and B , and all other compressing disks for F will be red. We will show that our choice for the partition satisfies the conditions in the definition of a critical surface.
The labyrinth
Under the isotopy of F taking F from level 1 to level h, the loop ∂B becomes incredibly convoluted. In [13] , the author describes a convenient way to represent the image of ∂B under this isotopy using the unlink diagram in Figure 4 . To obtain Figure 4 , we use the fact that the signs of the rows of twist regions alternate, but we refer readers to [13] for more detail. In this unlink diagram, each circle represents a number N j of parallel copies of that circle. (In figures, we will use boxed numbers N when denoting the number of parallel strands represented.) Each crossing in the unlink diagram represents the configuration of arcs in Figure 5 .
Let
We will refer to these arcs as the gates, and we will consider G i to be "colored" with color i. Notice that none of the gates is parallel to ∂B . Proof. Notice that in the unlink diagram in Figure 5 , every circle component has either all undercrossings or all over-crossings. We will thus refer to the circles as undercircles or overcircles. With this language, this lemma can be stated, Any particular undercircle represents strictly more parallel circles than its adjacent overcircle(s).
Consider the loop ∂B embedded in F at level 1. As we "push F up" to level h, ∂B is forced to become considerably twisted as it spirals through the twist regions of L. To create the unlink diagram, we add a number of overcircles or undercircles to the unlink diagram for each twist region that F passes through. (This process is thoroughly explained and illustrated in [13] .) Refer to Figure 6 , which depicts, locally, the situation when we push F up from level h − 1 to level h. The left half of the figure depicts the link diagram at level h − 1, and the right half of the figure depicts Figure 6 : On the left, we see the loop diagram for ∂B at level h − 1, where the three full loops represent x, y, and z strands, respectively from left to right. In the figure on the right, the unlink diagram has been pushed up to level h, an isotopy during which the second and third punctures twist through a twist region, resulting in the addition of t(x + z) new loops (where t is the number of half twists in the twist region). Thus N j−1 = x, N j = y + t(x + z), and N j+1 = z, and so the link diagram at level h. On each side of the figure, the first two punctures and the last two punctures lie below bridge arcs. On the left, the figure depicts an undercircle and the two overcircles on either side of it. The circles represent x, y, and z parallel circles, from left to right (where x ≥ 0 and y, z ≥ 1). When we push F up to level h, the second and third punctures in the figure pass through a twist region, and so a new circle is added to the diagram around them. To determine how many parallel strands this new circle represents, the rule is that the number of parallel strands of ∂B which intersect the newly added circle at level h − 1 (here, (x + z) strands) is multiplied by the absolute value of the number t of half twists in the twist region (in the top row, the twist numbers are all positive, so |t| = t). Now there are two parallel circles pictured, the original one representing a total of y parallel circles, and the newly added one representing t(x + z) parallel circles. All of those circles are parallel, and so in this picture, after isotopy of ∂B to level h, the total number of parallel circles represented by N j will be N j = t(x + z) + y. Since j is odd, N j may be N 1 , in which case x = 0, but in any case, z is nonzero, and t ≥ 2 since L is 2-twisted. Therefore whether or not x = 0, we have by basic algebra that t(x + z) + y > x and t(x + z) + y > z, and so we conclude that N j > N j±1 .
Corollary 3.2. In the unlink diagram representing ∂B (Figure 4 ), every crossing represents the bottom picture of Figure 5 rather than the top picture.
Proposition 3.3. The position of ∂B described by the link diagram in Figure 4 is minimal with respect to
Proof. The proof of Proposition 3.3 is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.1 in [13] . The latter proves the statement for the specific case when b = 4, and it generalizes directly to arbitrary b.
Let Lab be the disk in F at level h which contains ∂B and whose complement in F is a regular neighborhood of β 1 ∪ γ 1 . This is the gray disk pictured in Figure 4 .
Proposition 3.4. ∂B and the gates cut Lab into h + 1 components: h − 1 once-punctured disks, an annulus, and a twice-punctured disk.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.2 in [13] , where the statement is proved for the specific case where b = 4, but it generalizes simply by replacing every instance of the number 3 with b − 1.
Consider the once-punctured disks cut out of Lab by ∂B and the gates (i.e., the "petals" in Figure 7 ). Each one is bounded by one gate and by an arc of ∂B . For each color i, we will refer to the once-punctured disk whose boundary contains G i as the i-colored disk, and we will refer to these punctured disks collectively as the colored punctured disks. Figure 9 . Observe that for ∂R to be nontrivial in F , the disk R must separate
Red Disks Enter the Labyrinth
If R can be made disjoint from D, either ∂R intersects γ j for some j ≥ 2 (in which case, we are done), or ∂R separates F into a disk containing
This implies that R is isotopic to the blue disk above F , which is a contradiction. Therefore we may assume that R intersects D transversely and minimally so that R ∩ D consists of a positive number of arc components.
Thus there exists some k such that 
Proof. Recall Proposition 3.4: ∂B and the gates cut Lab into h + 1 components: h − 1 colored punctured disks, an annulus, and a twice-punctured disk. For j ≥ 2, γ j lies entirely in the union of the colored disks and the twice-punctured disk. (This is clear from Figure 4 .) Since ∂R must intersect γ j for some j ≥ 2, ∂R must intersect at least one colored disk or the twice-punctured disk. On the other hand, since the boundary of a compressing disk cannot be parallel to a puncture, ∂R cannot lie entirely in any of the colored punctured disks. L is an alternating link (since the signs of the rows of twist numbers alternate), and it has a non-split, reduced, alternating diagram. Therefore, by Theorem 1 from [12] , L is a non-split link. Since L is nonsplit, ∂R cannot be parallel to ∂B , which implies that ∂R cannot entirely lie in the twice punctured-disk. It follows that ∂R must intersect either a gate or ∂B .
5 All red disks above F intersect all blue disks below.
as before, and let R be the subset of red compressing disks above F which are disjoint from β . Throughout the rest of this paper, whenever R is nonempty, assume that R is a disk in R such that |R∩D| ≤ |R ∩D| for all R ∈ R, and assume R is in minimal position with respect to D and with respect to the gates. For each i, β cuts β i into multiple subarcs, which we call lanes. The following is Lemma 6.1 from [13] . We will not reproduce the proof here.
Lemma 5.1. Assume R is nonempty. If, for some i, two points of R ∩ β i lie in the same lane, then they must be endpoints of different components of R ∩ D i .
By nature of being an element of R, R is disjoint from β , and so it follows that R is also disjoint from ∂B (since ∂B is the boundary of a regular neighborhood of β ). By Corollary 4.2, R must intersect a gate, and so for some i, R intersects the i-colored disk. Thus the following definition is not vacuous. For each i, we define each component of intersection of ∂R with the i-colored disk to be an i-colored track. Observe that the colored tracks are pairwise disjoint and have endpoints on the gate of the corresponding color.
For each bridge disk D j , define the components of D j ∩ R to be number j arcs, and define the endpoints of each number j arc to be number j points.
1
The following lemma is essentially Lemma 6.2 from [13] , though it is slightly generalized to the case where b ≥ 3. We will not reproduce the proof here since it is the basically same except where we have to consider lanes β 3 , · · · , β b instead of only β 3 and β 4 . (Also, the proof mentions the disk U Proof. In Figures 12 and 13 , i-colored tracks are illustrated, where i is odd.
2 (In Figure 12 , i = 1, and in Figure 13 , i ≥ 3.) In each figure, a curve is shown entering the gate, and then every possible choice is depicted at each intersection, demonstrating that in all cases, if the first β-arc intersected is labeled β j , the second must be β j−1 . Thus for all i-colored tracks with i odd, the sequence of numbered points is j, j − 1, . . . , j − 1, j.
Similarly, Figures 14 and 15 illustrate color i tracks where i is even. (In Figure 14 , i ≤ h − 4, and in Figure 15 , i = h − 2. Recall that the colors range from color 1 to color (h − 1), and h is always even.) The figures show that in all cases, if the first β-arc intersected is β j , then the second must be β j+1 , so that for all i-colored tracks with even i, the sequence of numbered points is j, j + 1, . . . , j + 1, j.
Suppose two tracks are colored a and b, with a = b. If a and b share the same parity, then the tracks are two lower or two upper tracks. Being different colors, they enter different gates by definition and so they clearly first intersect different β-arcs. Therefore their sequences of numbered points must differ in the first (and last) number.
On the other hand, suppose a is odd and b is even. Suppose further that each of their sequences' first (and last) points are k points. Then the a-colored track has a second numbered point k − 1, and the b-colored track has a second numbered point k + 1, and so their sequences differ in the second (and penultimate) place. This proves Lemma 5.3.
We pause to make a few observations from the proof of Lemma 5.3. Lemma 5.7 corresponds to Lemma 6.3 from [13] , where the proof began by showing that along every track, every other numbered point is a number 3 point. That is not the case in our more general setting, but Lemma 5.6 is a sufficient replacement for that fact, and so we need not reproduce the proof here. Figure 18: After intersecting β j for 3 < j < b − 1, ∂R will intersect either a gate or β j−1 or β j+1 .
Figure 19: After intersecting β b−1 , ∂R will intersect either a gate or β b−2 or β b . Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that R ∈ R. Let λ be an arc of D∩R which is outermost in R. The possibilities for the locations of the endpoints of λ are partitioned into the following five cases (illustrated in Figure 21 ). In Case 5, exactly one endpoint of λ lies on a track. Call this track T , and let P T and P denote the endpoints of λ on T and off of T , respectively. Since all points off of tracks are number 2 points, P is a number 2 point, which implies λ is a number 2 arc, and thus P T is a number 2 point. Since λ is outermost, P T must be the first numbered point in the sequence along T . But recall Observation 5.5: The first numbered point in each sequence of numbered points is never a number 2 point. This contradiction rules out Case 5.
The only remaining case is Case 4. We will need to establish the existence of second-outermost arcs of intersection of D and R. By Observation 5.4, given the sequence of numbered points along any track, non-outermost points exist in the sequence. Let Q be a number j point which is not the first or last point in a sequence of numbered points along a track. Q is by definition the endpoint of a number j arc ξ. By Lemma 5.6, the numbered points adjacent to Q in the sequence are not number j points, and so neither of them can be an endpoint of ξ, which shows that ξ is not outermost. This establishes the existence of non-outermost numbered arcs, from which it follows that second-outermost numbered arcs exist.
Let ζ be an arc of D ∩ R which is a second-outermost arc in R. By definition, ζ cuts off a disk of R containing a single arc of D ∩ R, which is therefore an outermost arc. Call this outermost arc λ.
The arc λ must fit into Case 4, as we have determined all the other cases are impossible. That is, the endpoints of λ must be points which are adjacent outermost points of adjacent different-colored tracks. Then the endpoints of ζ must be the second-outermost points of these two different-colored tracks. Since the two endpoints of λ must have the same number as each other, and the two endpoints of ζ must have the same number as each other, Lemma 5.3 implies that these two different colored tracks are the same color, a contradiction. Therefore, all five cases lead to contradictions, completing the proof that R cannot exist.
Theorem 5.9. The canonical bridge sphere for L is critical.
Proof. Observe that B and B give a pair of disjoint blue disks on opposite sides of F . Let B and B be the frontier of a regular neighborhood of D in M − and the frontier of a regular neighborhood of D b in M + respectively. It is easy to see that B and B give a pair of disjoint red disks on opposite sides of F . Thus, condition (1) in the definition of a critical surface is satisfied. To see that condition (2) is also satisfied, note that Theorem 5.8 implies that any red disk above F intersects the blue disk below F . Furthermore, by rotational symmetry, we can slightly alter the arguments presented above to show that any red disk below F intersects the blue disk above F . Hence, we may conclude that the canonical bridge sphere for L is critical.
For each twist region of our link, there are various ways to appropriately select the number of half twists so that the resulting link has k components where k ∈ N, and 1 ≤ k ≤ b. (For example, we could accomplish this by assigning an odd number of half twists to exactly b − k of the twist regions along the top row, and assigning an even number of half twists to all the other twist regions.) In particular, we obtain the following corollaries (the second of which is stronger):
Corollary 5.10. There is an infinite family of nontrivial knots with critical bridge spheres. 
